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Relaxer - Wallsaver 

Wallsaver
A selection of our relaxers have matching reclining sofas and home theater set ups. Endless combinations 
from our product range make them perfect for customizing and creating your own personal perfect fit.

Space efficient
Our Motion Furniture efficiently utilizes  
available space. In addition each unit can 
be placed within a mere 15cm of a wall 
due to our unique wall-saver mechanism.
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Arms
Our Motion Arms incorporate 
a small convenience table, cup 
holders and internal storage
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Divani 
Leather: Trend 401 Tuxedo
Wood: 922 Grey Ash

Majesty
Leather: Trend 415 Pacific  |  Wood: 901 Oak

Duke
Leather: Trend 426 Biscuit

Liberty
Leather: Trend 425 Nordic grey

Brando
Leather: Trend 410 Nature
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Reclining mechanism 
with integrated footrest

Height adjustable
 headrest support

Adjustable headrest 
support 

Lumbar 
support

Wall Saver



Relaxer
Our Manual and Power Relaxers are an essential basic comfort provider for your home. 
Whether you choose Manual or Power, you will receive a cosy, practical armchair with 
an integrated footrest you can operate either using a hand lever or a simple button.   
The Relaxer by IMG- the chair you will never want to leave.

Majesty
Leather: Linea 690 Corvette
Wood: 901 Oak

Silverstone
Leather: Prime 320 Fango

Crown
Leather: Sauvage 552 Dove

Brando
Leather: Trend 409 Cognac

Chelsea
Leather: Prime 323 Cloud

Grand
Leather: Sauvage 551 Truffle
Wood: 928 Walnut

Divani
Leather: Trend 408 Sand

Duke
Leather: Prime 323 Cloud

Layton
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder

Liberty
Leather: Prime 309 Red

Langley 
Leather: Sauvage 550 Nutmeg

Quality built to last
1   Injection moulded Cold-Cured foam  

ensures ergonomically correct seating posture     
and enhanced support that lasts

2  Adjustable head and neck support gives you the 
ultimate comfort in all seating positions

3   Effortless deep recline

4   Steel springs located throughout the back and seat 
provide optimum support whilst cradling the body

5 A steel and hardwood frame provides durability    
 and strength

6 The advanced mechanism offers both gliding   
        function and 360 degree swivel

7 The integrated footrest and recline can be easily  
 released manually or upgraded to power

Experience 
Scandinavian passion
As a Norwegian-based company part of the Ekornes ASA Group, we are proud of our Norwegian 
heritage and roots. IMG (Internasjonal Møbel Gruppe) is located in Sykklven, Norway – a place filled 
with scenes of natural beauty.

Scandinavian design is at the heart of our productive vision, and we aim to produce furniture in which 
beauty is not only a clear feature, but a true benefit to you. Because we believe that truly outstanding 
furniture combines both stunning aesthetics and quality comfort in perfect harmony.

Power L Relaxer
Upgrade your Power relaxer to include 
a powered lumbar support on top of the 
standard Power functions. Available on 
telescopic headrest designs.

Powered lumbar 
support

Power S Relaxer
Upgrade your Power relaxer to include a  
powered headrest and lumbar support on  
top of the standard Power functions.

Powered lumbar 
support

Powered headrest 
support 

Power Relaxer
Power offers a motorised recline and  
integrated footstool on top of the 
standard manual functions.

Motorised recline and  
integrated footrest

Power button  
Control the backrest and footrest 
with the touch of a button for a 
smooth recline

1.  Backrest and footrest control
2.  USB Power On/Off button

1. Headrest controls
2. Lumbar controls 
3.  Back and footrest controls
4.  USB Power On/Off button

1. Locker on
2. Locker off

Available for Power and Power L 
(Standard and Large Size)

1. Lumbar controls
2.  Back and footrest controls
3.  USB Power On/Off button

Power S button  
Tailor your comfort experience with 
a control button for the headrest, 
lumbar support, backrest and 
footrest

Locker button 
A power button which allows you to 
lock the glide function, keeping your 
recliner in your preferred seating 
position.

Power L button 
Extend or retract the lumbar 
cushion at the touch of a button 
or operate the motorized reclining 
function.
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Divani
Fabric: Oliver 021 Denim

Technical sheets can be downloaded 
from our website.

Manual Relaxer 

360° swivelEffortless recline and  
integrated footrest

Adjustable headrest 
support 

Gliding function 3 Sizes
Compact / Standard 

/ Large

Height adjustable 
headrest support


